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Abstract
We address the problem of automatically pre-
dicting the quality of a conclusion given a set
of (textual) premises of an argument, focusing
in particular on the task of predicting the vali-
dity and novelty of the argumentative conclu-
sion. We propose a multi-task approach that
jointly predicts the validity and novelty of the
textual conclusion, relying on pre-trained lan-
guage models fine-tuned on the task. As train-
ing data for this task is scarce and costly to
obtain, we experimentally investigate the im-
pact of data augmentation approaches for im-
proving the accuracy of prediction compared
to a baseline that relies on task-specific data
only. We consider the generation of synthe-
tic data as well as the integration of datasets
from related argument tasks. We show that
especially our synthetic data, combined with
class-balancing and instance-specific learning
rates, substantially improves classification re-
sults (+15.1 points in F1-score). Using only
training data retrieved from related datasets by
automatically labeling them for validity and
novelty, combined with synthetic data, outper-
forms the baseline by 11.5 points in F1-score.

1 Introduction

Recently, there has been interest in developing ap-
proaches that can automatically generate conclu-
sions from textual premises (Syed et al., 2021;
Heinisch et al., 2022a). Many of these systems
rely on language models that are fine-tuned to the
task of generating argument conclusions. As the
space of possible conclusions that can be gener-
ated from a textual premise is a priori not con-
strained, it is key for a system to understand
whether a conclusion candidate is adequate. In
particular, models that can predict the quality
of conclusions are needed to guide a generation
system towards generating suitable argumentation
conclusions.

While there has been work on identify-
ing dimensions that characterize argument qual-

ity (Wachsmuth et al., 2017b), there are very few
models that actually operationalize the (automatic)
scoring of the quality of a conclusion. Gurcke
et al. (2021) have analyzed whether the notion
of “sufficiency” of an argument can be predicted,
reaching an accuracy of 90% with transformer-
based language models. Heinisch et al. (2022a)
have relied on the notions of “validity” and “nov-
elty” in their manual evaluation of conclusion
quality – “validity” meaning that the conclusion
is justified based on its premise and “novelty”
that the conclusion contains novel content which
is related to the premise. They have shown that
there is a weak correlation between the automati-
cally computed similarity between generated con-
clusion and reference conclusion, as measured by
the BERTscore, on the one hand, and the criteria
of manually rated validity and novelty on the other
hand. One key problem is that it is difficult to ob-
tain sufficient training data for such tasks, which
is a necessary basis for training reliable models for
these tasks.

In this paper, we focus on predicting the va-
lidity and novelty of argument conclusions. We
propose a multi-task classification approach that
jointly predicts validity and novelty in a single
model that exploits synergies between both tasks.

Our main goal is to explore to what extent
data augmentation can contribute to overcome
the scarcity of manually labeled argument quality
data. We propose and experimentally investigate
two types of approaches. On the one hand, we
investigate the impact of a synthetic data genera-
tion approach that modifies existing training data
by generating ’altered copies’ of its instances, e.g.,
by shifting or extending content between premise
and conclusion in view of novelty, or by para-
phrasing or negating parts of the argument in view
of validity. Further, we augment the data labeled
for novelty and validity by considering datasets
from related argument mining tasks. In particu-
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lar, we consider data from the ExplaGraph-dataset
by Saha et al. (2021), the IBM-ArgumentQuality-
dataset by Gretz et al. (2020b) and the Student-
Essays-dataset, annotated for sufficiency of the
conclusion by Stab and Gurevych (2017b). We de-
scribe how training data from these related tasks
is mapped into a form that can be used to enhance
the performance of our classifier for validity and
novelty prediction. We experimentally evaluate
the impact of both data augmentation strategies,
showing that the generation of synthetic data out-
performs a baseline system trained with only task-
specific data by 15.1 points in F1-score (38.3 vs.
23.2). Even when only using datasets from related
tasks as training data, we improve results over the
baseline by 11.5 points.

Our main contributions are:

• We present an approach for augmenting train-
ing data for validity and novelty, by creating
synthetically generated instances. We do this
by applying systematic transformations to the
original, task-specific training data.

• We also explore various datasets in the field
of argument mining, and show how to adapt
them automatically to the task of validity and
novelty prediction – in combination with spe-
cific training techniques, such as instance-
adaptive learning rates.

• We perform an extensive automatic evalua-
tion study of various combinations of datasets
and training dataset sizes in combination with
varying ratios of synthetic vs. non-synthetic
instances. We obtain comparable classifier
performances without even using the explic-
itly annotated validity-novelty-training split.

• To give further insight into our results, we
present a case study that helps to better un-
derstand the effects of interleaving datasets,
and of our adaptive training process.

2 Related Work

The task of automatic generation of arguments
has received increasing attention in the last
years (Gretz et al., 2020a; Schiller et al., 2021). In
particular, research has considered the generation
of a conclusion given a (textual) premise (Syed
et al., 2021; Opitz et al., 2021; Heinisch et al.,
2022a). These approaches rely on language mod-
els that are fine-tuned to the task of conclusion

generation. The generation of conclusions can be
seen as a search in the output space of a language
model conditioned on the textual premise.

In the manual evaluation of approaches generat-
ing conclusions, Opitz et al. (2021) and Heinisch
et al. (2022a) found that (generated) conclusions
are often either not justified given their premise,
or are often just a plain copy or paraphrase of the
premise, hence lacking novelty. They conclude
that validity and novelty are two main properties a
conclusion should fulfill and that stand in a trade-
off relation to each other.

A key question is thus how to guide the search
or generation process towards i) conclusions that
represent a legitimate inference from the premises,
meaning that the conclusions are valid, and ii)
conclusions that are not simple paraphrases of the
premises, i.e., they are novel or informative. Hav-
ing operationalized and thus automatically com-
putable quality dimensions is key to generating
high-quality conclusions.

While there is previous work that identifies
quality criteria for arguments (Wachsmuth et al.,
2017b; Gretz et al., 2020b), it has been shown that
the annotation of such quality criteria is highly
subjective (Wachsmuth et al., 2017a; Wachsmuth
and Werner, 2020). Also, little work has been
done on automatically rating the quality criteria
for arguments. An exception is work by Gurcke
et al. (2021) who – following Stab and Gurevych
(2017b) – studied the operationalization of the
criterion of sufficiency. Sufficiency measures
whether the premises provide enough evidence for
accepting or rejecting the conclusion, and is hence
a criterion closely related to our notion of validity.

In this paper, we are concerned with develop-
ing a computational model that can jointly predict
the validity and novelty of conclusions. Given that
manually annotated data is scarce, relying on the
manual studies by Heinisch et al. (2022a), we con-
sider how task-specific datasets can be augmented
with synthetic data and how to repurpose data
from related argument mining tasks. Our work is
thus related to and encouraged by data augmen-
tation approaches in general. One example is the
field of code-mixed languages, which often lacks
available annotated training data. Here, Pratapa
et al. (2018) showed how to create synthetic in-
stances of code-mixing language by merging sen-
tences from different languages with the help of
syntactic parse trees. Another task that has been
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Figure 1: Architecture for validity-novelty multi-task-
classification with modulated data augmentation.

shown to profit from automatically generated syn-
thetic training data is grammatical error correc-
tion. Here, it has been shown that creating addi-
tional training data by corrupting error-free sen-
tences leads to performance gains (Grundkiewicz
et al., 2019; Stahlberg and Kumar, 2021). Fi-
nally, it has been shown that, by generating syn-
thetic negative instances, one can bootstrap classi-
fiers, e.g., to rate the output of a language model
converting knowledge graph triples into natural
language (Harkous et al., 2020). Building on
prior evidence that generation of synthetic data
can improve classifier performance, we investigate
a clone&mutate technique that can artificially cre-
ate new training instances of every class.

3 Methods

In this section, we present our methods for tack-
ling the task of predicting validity and novelty as a
classification task. We describe the learning objec-
tive and how we generate and modulate additional
training data using data augmentation techniques.
Figure 1 shows our proposed architecture.

3.1 Learning Objective
We adopt a multi-task classification setting to
jointly predict validity and novelty. Inspired by
Jin et al. (2020), our loss function includes a com-
bined loss that controls the interaction of the sepa-
rate individual task losses for novelty and validity,
Ltval and Ltnov , which we define by mean squared
error. The interaction of the different losses is de-
fined as follows:

L = αLtvalLtnov + βLtval + γLtnov (1)

where α, β, γ are scalars > 0.
If the target validity or novelty is unknown for

a training instance, the related loss Ltval or Ltnov

in Equation 1 is set to 0 to avoid random model
weight adjustments.

Extending the loss function - introducing
dataset- and instance-specific weights We hy-
pothesize that not all instances have the same rel-
evance for the task at hand, so that the impact
of each training instance should not be uniform.
Therefore, we introduce a fixed weight wi for each
training instance i that is multiplied with the loss
computed for the specific training sample i as fol-
lows:

Li = wi (αLtvalLtnov + βLtval + γLtnov) (2)

We investigate three approaches for setting the
instance weights. First, as a baseline, in the uni-
form weighting setting, we set the weight wi uni-
formly to 1 for every instance. For dataset-specific
weighting we set wi to a value that is specific for
each dataset and apply it to all instances contained
therein. Finally, in the individual weighting set-
ting, the weight is set individually for each sam-
ple.

3.2 Training Data
We explore the impact of using different source
datasets as training data in which we represent
each instance as a pair of a textual premise p and
conclusion c. We test combinations of data having
explicit values for validity and novelty, as well as
data without such explicit values. We describe the
used datasets including the procedures for setting
the values for validity v, novelty n and the weights
w in Section 4. To resolve the issue of class-
imbalance when merging uneven source datasets,
we rely on synthetic data generation as described
below, to ensure a larger training dataset while
maintaining class balance.

Synthetic generation of data: clone&mutate
For augmenting the training data, we propose a
procedure that selects training instances randomly
and applies a clone&mutate operation to create
new instances artificially.

The mutate-operations we apply are as follows:

• Paraphrase (•̃)/ Summarization (•̈): We ap-
ply a language model to change the wording
in the premise and/or conclusion. We use the
state-of-the-art model Pegasus (Zhang et al.,
2020) fine-tuned on paraphrasing or summa-
rization.
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from ↓ to→ v/n v/¬n ¬v/n ¬v/¬n
v/n p := p̃ c := p̈ c :=¬c p :=p+ ¬c

...
v/¬n c := c̃ c :=¬c

...
¬v/n c := p̈ ... p :=p+ ¬c

p :=p+ c̃ p := ṕ
¬v/¬n c := p̈ p 7→ c ...

p :=p+ c̃ c := ć

Table 1: Operations for synthetic data generation.
Given an instance with a known label validity and
novelty (rows) and a target validity/ novelty-label
(columns), each cell lists the set of available operations
(Section 3.2) to perform the desired mutation. The
union of the operations in the cells in the diagonal ap-
ply to any single cell along the diagonal.

• Substitution (•́): We introduce synonyms and
hypernyms of words in the premise or con-
clusion using WordNet1 (Fellbaum, 1998).
We also add non-content phrases such as
Hence and remove punctuation cues with a
certain probability. The degree to which
words are substituted is determined by ran-
dom choice.

• Negation (¬•): We negate the conclusion or
premise by adding/ removing the word “not”
while preserving grammaticality.

• Copy-Conclusion (+): We append the (para-
phrased) conclusion to the premise.

• Move-Premise (7→): We move the last sen-
tence of the premise into the conclusion.

In Table 1 we explain which of the above opera-
tions we apply, depending on the intended change
of validity and novelty. In case more than one
operation is applicable, we randomly select one
operation. For example, if we synthesize a new
instance with an unchanged label for validity and
novelty, we randomly either paraphrase or substi-
tute the premise or the conclusion.

Some cells are empty in Table 1, indicating a
lack of mutation operations to accomplish the in-
tended change in validity and novelty. In such
cases we sample a new instance for augmentation.
Potentially, all these mutations introduce noise to
a different extent, e.g. paraphrases not being close
to the source text, or substituted hypernyms af-
fecting the validity of the argument, etc. As a
kind of confidence measure, we individually scale

1For efficiency reasons, we do not apply word sense dis-
ambiguation while selecting the synset in WordNet but give
preference to the most probable first synset and prioritize re-
placing words having few synsets.

the weight of the synthetic instances both in the
dataset-specific weight mode and in the instance-
individual weight mode.

4 Datasets

This section presents the four datasets we use in
our work. As a baseline, we rely on the relatively
small dataset provided by Heinisch et al. (2022b),
in which conclusions were explicitly annotated
for validity and novelty (henceforth task-internal
data). We further rely on task-external data: the
ExplaGraphs dataset by Saha et al. (2021), the
IBM Debater datasets by Gretz et al. (2020b) and
the annotated essays dataset by Stab and Gurevych
(2017a) (sorted by their relatedness to the validity-
novelty-classification task in descending order).
Appendix A shows examples from each dataset.

4.1 Task-internal Data

We use the dataset of the shared task on predicting
validity and novelty provided by Heinisch et al.
(2022b) as task-internal data. This dataset is an ex-
tension of the dataset provided by Heinisch et al.
(2022a) in the context of a conclusion genera-
tion approach. They used a fine-tuned language
model to generate conclusions that follow a par-
ticular frame, conditioned on premises as input.
The quality of the generated conclusions was rated
regarding their validity and novelty by three an-
notators. The dataset is rather small in size, con-
sisting of 750 manually annotated instances in the
training split. The label distribution is quite imbal-
anced, with 55% of conclusions being valid, 16%
being novel, and only 2% of conclusions being
both novel and valid. Some instances (6%) have
a tie in the aggregated annotations because one or
all annotators indicated “don’t know” for the as-
pect in question. We treat a tie in validity as a
unknown label and a tie in novelty as 1

2 since the
conclusion seems to contain degrees of novelty2.
By treating such potentially novel instances as be-
ing novel for our statistics in Table 2, we can dou-
ble the proportion of non-valid & novel instances
to 4%.

Since this dataset was manually labeled for the
task of validity- and novelty-prediction, we give
each instance the highest weight of wi = 3 in
the dataset-specific weight configuration. In the

2Normally, our target values for validity and novelty are
either unknown, 0, or 1, with an exception in this dataset for
the novelty to model the special case of a tie.
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Dataset # v/n v/¬n ¬v/n ¬v/¬n
task-internal

train 750 15% 38% 4% 39%
dev 198 19% 44% 22% 15%
test 520 25% 35% 18% 21%

task-external
Expla 2.8k 55% 0% 45% 0%
IBM 30k 50% 50%

Essays 749 66% 34%

Table 2: Statistics of the processed source datasets,
showing the total number (#) of retrieved instances and
instance distributions for validity and novelty.

individual weighting setting for this dataset, the
weight of each instance is scaled proportionally to
the instance annotator agreements from wi = 1
(no agreement at all) up to wi = 5 (full agreement
for validity and novelty).

Our development split and test split originate
from the same data source as the task-internal
training split annotated with validity and novelty,
but cover different debate topics. For development
and test data, we only consider instances that at a
minimum achieved votes with majority agreement
for both validity and novelty. More details on the
dataset are given in Table 2.

4.2 Task-external Data
For our task-external dataset, we combine in-
stances from the following three datasets.

ExplaGraphs by Saha et al. (2021) is a dataset
for stance prediction. Given a textual belief and
argument, the task is to classify the relationship
between these short texts into support and attack.
A belief in their setup can be seen as a conclu-
sion, the argument as a premise. To make the link
between belief and argument explicit, the authors
perform a manual annotation that provides, for
each sample, a conceptual explanation graph link-
ing premise and conclusion. When reusing their
data, we consider pairs linked by a support rela-
tion to have a valid conclusion and those related by
an attack relation to have a non-valid conclusion.
We consider all instances as novel, since the au-
thors claim high novelty of the conclusions, which
is supported by the inserted explanation graphs.
Because of the high data quality due to the man-
ual creation process we decide to double-weight
each instance with wi = 2 in the dataset-specific
weighting. For individual weighting, we also con-
sider the given explanation graph: if the graph is
separable into non-contiguous subgraphs by delet-
ing a single commonsense-concept node, indicat-

ing an inference which could be easy to undermine
and is therefore not so representative, we subtract
0.8 from the dataset-specific weight. In case the
resulting graph is linear, hinting a trivial straight-
lined inference without combining different con-
cepts or aspects, we further subtract 0.2 from the
weight.

IBM Debater - IBM-ArgQ-Rank-30kArgs by
Gretz et al. (2020b) (IBM) This dataset is used
for determining the quality of arguments from 471
topics. Each argument consists of a topic and a
premise pro or con the topic in question. For our
purposes, the topic can be regarded as the con-
clusion. In their dataset, the support or attack of
the premise towards its conclusion is manually la-
beled. We consider conclusions in support vs. at-
tack as valid and invalid, respectively. Since the
dataset does not contain any indicators for nov-
elty, we set novelty to ‘unknown’. Since this
dataset does not relate to the task of novelty pre-
diction and only indirectly to validity prediction,
we do not give a weight preference for instances
from this dataset (wi = 1), except in the individ-
ual weighting case where we allowed to consider
the instance-individual annotated argument qual-
ity. We set the weight of low-quality-arguments
(which are often defeasible) to wi = 1

2 , and in-
crease the weight with increasing quality up to
wi = 3

2 . After a manual inspection, we found
support instances to be more reliable in general,
such that we further add 1

3 to the weight in these
cases. Using the same weighting scheme, we fur-
ther extend the dataset with 150 instances from ar-
guments from non-American cultures provided by
Kiesel et al. (2022) to increase the cultural diver-
sity in this quality dataset.

Essays dataset by Stab and Gurevych (2017a,b)
This dataset is based on student essays in which
annotators marked spans of premises, claims, and
major claims, as well as the argumentative relation
between the different spans. Hence, the data is of-
ten used for argument unit recognition and clas-
sification. In further work by Stab and Gurevych
(2017b), the arguments were annotated in terms of
sufficiency, to indicate whether the premises pro-
vide enough evidence for accepting/rejecting the
claim. For our purposes, we consider the binary
sufficiency criterion as validity, while setting nov-
elty to ‘unknown’. Again, this dataset does not
relate to the task of novelty prediction and covers
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only one partial aspect of validity in one specific
text genre (cropped text parts from student essays).
To avoid models tailoring too much on this data,
we lower the weight for each instance to wi =

3
4

in the dataset-specific setting. As for individual
weighting, we set the weight to 1

2 in case no anno-
tator agreement information was given for an in-
stance and to 5

6 and 1, corresponding to a majority-
agreement and full-agreement, respectively.

5 Experiments and Evaluation

In this section, we present our experimental results
with the goal of testing the following hypotheses:

• The available task-internal training data is not
sufficient to solve the task of predicting valid-
ity and novelty in a supervised manner (with-
out additional external knowledge).

• Augmenting the data with task-external and
synthetic data improves the quality of the pre-
dictions.

• Different amounts of (synthetic) data influ-
ence the performance. We expect that an
optimal mixing proportion yields high F1-
scores, even without task-internal training
data.

5.1 Experimental Setup

For our experiments we use the pretrained lan-
guage model roberta-large (Zhuang et al.,
2021) as available in the transformers li-
brary (Wolf et al., 2020), predicting both validity
and novelty by having two feed-forwarded clas-
sification heads post-processed by the Sigmoid-
function to map the prediction into the interval of
[0, 1] for validity and novelty, respectively.

Evaluation metric For evaluation, we rely on
the ValNov-score which is the macro F1-score
over the F1-scores for each class as shown in
Equation 3.

V alNov = (F1(valid&novel)+

F1(valid&not-novel)+

F1(not-valid&novel)+

F1(not-valid&not-novel))/4

(3)

We also measure the macro F1-score for Valid-
ity (Val) and Novelty (Nov) separately.

Training We use the Adam optimizer with a
maximum learning rate of 3e-5, a model weight
decay of 3e-7, a batch size of 8 and early-stopping,
checking the model performance on the develop-
ment split each quarter of an epoch with patience
of 4. We balance the source dataset and class dis-
tribution, allowing up to 20% instances having un-
known validity or unknown novelty. We do not
clone&mutate instances with unknown validity or
novelty. Regarding the loss function in Equation
2, we set α = β = γ = 0.5. We use binary target
values {0, 1} for validity and novelty.

Model selection The performance of our mod-
els varies substantially between runs due to ran-
domized initialization. Some runs produce models
that end up predicting only one class. To circum-
vent this problem, we run the training with differ-
ent initialization for 12 runs, selecting the model
with the best performance on the development set.
More details can be found in the Appendix B.1.

5.2 Results and Evaluation
We run several experiments to evaluate our three
hypotheses. First, we use only task-internal train-
ing data, then consider the integration of task-
external and synthetic data, and finally, we vary
training set sizes and data type proportions.

Baseline results (using only task-internal data)
In this setting, our training set consists of 750
instances. This size is small compared to cus-
tom training sets for fine-tuning language mod-
els. Moreover, the number of instances per class is
not balanced (Table 2). Hence, the results for the
fine-tuned model are slightly worse compared to a
random baseline of 24.5 ValNov-score. The best-
performing model on the development split yields
a ValNov-score of 23.2. Despite this low score, the
F1-score for classifying valid conclusions (61.5)
outperforms the random baseline (49.5) and many
other experimental settings. In contrast, the model
completely fails to discriminate novelty: No novel
instance was correctly predicted as novel. Intro-
ducing a class balance in the training data by un-
dersampling removes this bias, and increases the
F1-score in novelty from 36.1 to 41.5 points which
is still below the random baseline (49.8). The
class-balanced training set contains only 137 in-
stances, which results in a worse overall model
performance of 21.4 ValNov-score. This first set
of experiments highlights the need for techniques
to overcome the problem of scarce labeled data
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and especially for solving the task of novelty pre-
diction. We therefore aim to address the problem
through augmentation of training data.

Augmenting training data with task-external
and synthetic data Table 3 shows the results
with different training set mixtures and instance
weighting configurations, including the discussed
baseline as reference.

Task-internal + synthetic training data:
Augmenting task-internal data with synthetic in-
stances by generating instances for underrepre-
sented classes outperforms random guessing and
our baseline model. We result in overall ValNov-
scores of 33.3 / 38.1 / 38.3 without weight adjust-
ments / weight adjustments only for synthetic in-
stances / individual weight adjustments, respect-
ively, outperforming the baseline by between 10.1
and 15.1 points. While there is a minor decrease
on the prediction of validity, the prediction of nov-
elty nearly doubles its F1-score, yielding scores of
up to 66.2 due to the additional novel instances in
the synthetic data.

Task-external training data: Using task-
external training data only without any task-
internal data yields low ValNov-scores between
10 and 20.7, yielding worse results than the ran-
dom baseline. This seems plausible as more than
93% of the datapoints lack a novelty label, with
ExplaGraph being the only dataset including nov-
elty information by exclusively presenting novel
instances. It is only through the inclusion of syn-
thetic data that we can increase performance to a
ValNov-score of 22.6.

Task-internal + task-external training data:
When combining task-internal and task-external
training data, we generally observe minor im-
provements in the ValNov-score, having ValNov-
scores of up to 25.1, which outperforms random
guessing and our model baseline using internal
training data only. One exception is the case of
dataset-specific instance weighting, in which we
regress to a model classifying all instances as valid
and novel due to the (weighted) overpresence of
valid and novel training instances. The settings in
which synthetic training data is added worsen the
ValNov-scores compared to the version of the sys-
tem using internal and synthetic data only.

Effect of weighting Examining the impact
of our weighting mechanisms, we see that the

dataset-specific weighting scheme often worsens
the results. For the task-internal condition in Ta-
ble 3, we see no impact at all on ValNov-score.
Considering the condition using internal and syn-
thetic data, we do see an impact of dataset-specific
weighting by +4.8 points in the ValNov-score by
distinguishing between original and synthetic data
in the impact of the learning rate. For the other
conditions (external + synthetic data, internal +
external + synthetic data) we see a detrimental im-
pact of dataset-specific weighting. The individ-
ual weighting scheme has very mixed results in
general. The internal+synthetic condition bene-
fits from the individual weighting mechanisms as
the ValNov-score increases by 0.2 points (from
38.1 to 38.3) and significantly increases the nov-
elty score by 6.6 points (from 59.4 to 66.2), yield-
ing the overall best result. For the other settings,
the impact of individual weighting is very mixed,
leading to similarly worse results compared to the
dataset-specific weighting in the case of exter-
nal data and internal+external+synthetic data. In
the case of using external+synthetic data and in-
ternal+external data, however, individual weight-
ing leads to higher ValNov-scores (+1.8 and +1.2
compared to disabled weight adjustments).

Effect of training data sizes for synthetic data
Since our synthetic data generation method can
generate an arbitrary number of instances, we ex-
plore the impact of different training data sizes on
model performance. As sample sizes we consider
a range from 100 instances to 100k instances (see
Table 4). For all configurations, we see a clear
increase in ValNov-score when moving from 100
to 1k training instances. We see improvements of
between 4.1 points (internal+external data, indi-
vidual weighting) to 19 points (internal data, in-
dividual weighting). Moving from 1k to 10k in-
stances has a mixed impact. For some settings
based on a large merged dataset of non-synthetic
instances or individual weighting we see a further
improvement (+1.6 for internal data with individ-
ual weighting, and +14.3 for in-&external with
dataset-fixed weights). For other conditions we
see a worsening of results moving from 1k to 10k
instances. Interestingly, when moving from 10k
to 100k instances, we see a worsening for nearly
all conditions compared to the best results at 1k or
10k. Overall, the sweet-spot thus lies around 1k to
10k instances.
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Data w/o weight dataset-specific weight individual weight
components ValNov Val Nov ValNov Val Nov ValNov Val Nov

internal 23.2 61.5 36.1 23.2 61.5 36.1 22.7 57.7 36.1
+ synthetic 33.3 57.4 59.0 38.1 60.2 59.4 38.3 57.2 66.2

external 20.7 58.5 36.4 10.0 37.7 30.3 10.0 37.7 30.3
+ synthetic 21.8 50.5 42.6 15.8 41.8 36.0 22.6 41.9 57.1

internal+external 23.9 53.8 41.5 10.0 37.7 30.3 25.1 59.3 43.2
+ synthetic 32.7 57.9 51.0 13.1 37.7 36.1 13.1 37.7 36.1

Table 3: F1-score-results for augmenting the training data with task-external and synthetic data. Synthetic data
(based on the given data components) includes the class-balance, providing data for underrepresented classes.
Using synthetic data does not change the number of training instances here, only the instance class distribution.

Config 100 1k 10k 100k
internal (ind. w.) 17.4 36.4 38.0 29.4
external (set w.) 18.9 34.7 32.9 23.9

external (ind. w.) 19.7 33.8 30.3 25.4
int-+external (w/o w.) 18.8 23.0 17.9 34.4
int-+external (set w.) 19.2 23.8 38.0 33.8

int-+external (ind. w.) 21.7 25.8 25.6 26.9

Table 4: ValNov-scores for training sizes (+synthetic
data) without instance weighting (w/o w.), w/ dataset-
specific (set w.) and w/ individual weighting (ind. w.)

Summary of results Using the task-internal
data without augmenting it with synthetic or ex-
ternal data is insufficient to solve the validity-
novelty-prediction task (ValNov-score of 23.2).
Augmenting the task-internal data with synthetic
data, including the class-balancing effect, im-
proves the prediction performance. In fact, our
best configuration is the one using the task-internal
data class-balanced by the synthetic data, reaching
the overall best ValNov-score of 38.3 and a high
novelty F1-score of 66.2, in addition to a above-
average validity prediction score of 57.2 that is
only seven points away from the overall maxi-
mum (64.5 with 10,000 dataset-specific weighted
internal-external-synthetic instances).

Adding additional external or more synthetic
data does not improve performance in general. In
fact, we see the different data proportions heav-
ily influence the performance, especially the right
amount of synthetic data seems to be crucial.
While we see some improvements in having 1k
and 10k instances, the performance is often nega-
tively affected when adding further synthetic train-
ing data instances.

A quite remarkable result, however, is that in
spite of not seeing improvements in the ValNov-
score when using external data in addition to

task-internal data, we observe that by using task-
external data instead of task-internal data, we
can get comparable results to training with task-
internal data. Using 1,000 task-external and syn-
thetic instances with dataset-specific weighting,
we obtain a model with only 3.6 points less in
the ValNov-score and an F1-score of 65.2 in the
novelty aspect, which is only 2.4 points below
the overall maximum (10,000 individual weighted
internal-synthetic instances).

5.3 Case Study
In a case study, we compare the predictions
made by the task-internal model (trained with
task-internal training data without any changes),
the task-internal-synthetic model (750 individual-
weighted task-internal instances class-balanced
with synthetic instances), the task-internal-
external-synthetic model (10,000 dataset-specific
weighted task-internal and task-external instances
class-balanced with synthetic instances) and task-
external-synthetic model (1,000 dataset-specific
weighted task-external instances class-weighted
with synthetic instances). We consider different
conclusion candidates for the premise:

“Year-round school: Many districts are
finding that year-round schools are not
cost-effective to operate unless the stu-
dent population substantially exceeds
traditional school capacity”.

The conclusion “Many districts find year-round
schools are not cost-effective” is a valid but not
novel summary of the premise – which is easy to
detect by paraphrase-recognition capabilities. All
our four models succeed in predicting the validity
and lack of novelty of this conclusion.

In order to further understand the behavior of
our models, we consider a conclusion that incor-
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porates an inconsistency with respect to the above
premise. However, the inconsistency is subtle and
not trivial to detect. Consider the conclusion:
“Year-round schools are ineffective when student
populations exceed capacity” which contradicts
the statement that “year-round schools would be
cost-effective if student population would exceed
capacity”, which follows from the above premise.
The conclusion thus represents a non-valid-non-
novel example. All models with the exception of
the task-internal-external-synthetic model fail to
recognize the contradiction and classify the ex-
ample as valid. We hypothesize that the task-
internal-external-synthetic model captures this ex-
ample because it has been largely trained with
antonym-substitution (cost-effective vs. ineffec-
tive in the above example). However, the model
slightly misclassifies the novelty with a probabil-
ity of 56% being novel due to a tendency to clas-
sify non-valid instances as novel. We consider a
more obviously inconsistent conclusion with an
explicit negation: “Year-round schools are not
cost-effective for large schools”. All models mis-
classify this example as valid, showing a general
lack of logical reasoning capabilities. In particu-
lar, there is an obvious element of commonsense-
knowledge (large school = school with high stu-
dent capacity) that the models are lacking.

Finally, we consider a clearly off-topic conclu-
sion: “Offshore drilling is very valuable to the
US economy”, which is neither valid nor novel.
All models successfully predict the non-validity of
the conclusion, including the task-internal model
that otherwise consistently votes for validity in our
case study. Regarding the novelty aspect, only the
task-external-synthetic model misclassified the ex-
ample as novel because it never saw such com-
pletely unrelated conclusions in its training data.

We further analyze the models in Appendix B.3.

6 Conclusion

Predicting the validity and novelty of a given con-
clusion based on its premise is a challenging task.
Using 750 class-unbalanced training instances an-
notated with validity and novelty does not pro-
vide enough evidence for tuning a large language
model. Augmenting the task-internal training data
to 10,000 instances using task-external and syn-
thetic data increases the ValNov-score up to 38.0.
Using task-internal and synthetic data to balance
the training data increases this score to 38.3. How-

ever, the results achieved by data augmentation
techniques are still very modest, showing that
massive training data and modern language mod-
els alone are not sufficient for solving the task.
While valid but non-novel instances can, to a
large part, be detected using paraphrase recogni-
tion tests, many instances require logical inference
and commonsense knowledge to properly classify
validity and novelty. None of these capabilities are
supported in the subsymbolic approach we chose
in this work. In future work, we aim to investigate
the impact of incorporating commonsense knowl-
edge and deeper logical reasoning into the task of
validity and novelty prediction.
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A.1 Task-internal Dataset
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(1) Premise: Twin Towers reconstruction: Pen-
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built. Twin towers weren’t. The message that
this sends to the public is hardly positive.
Conclusion: Pentagon rebuild sends wrong
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Validity: yes / Novelty: yes
Weight: dataset-specific: 3 / individual-
weighted: 1.5

Example 2:

(2) Premise: Twin Towers reconstruction: Pen-
tagon, hardly a symbol of peace, has been re-
built. Twin towers weren’t. The message that
this sends to the public is hardly positive.
Conclusion: Twin towers are hardly a symbol
of peace
Validity: no / Novelty: no
Weight: dataset-specific: 3 / individual-
weighted: 3.25

A.2 Task-external Datasets
A.2.1 ExplaGraphs
Example 1:

(3) Premise: It is not realistic to abandon tele-
vision, as many people still get current new
information from it.
Conclusion: Television viewing should be
moderated, not banned.
Validity: yes / Novelty: yes
Weight: dataset-specific: 2 / individual-
weighted: 2

Example 2:

(4) Premise: Intelligence tests lower self esteem.
Conclusion: Intelligence tests are harmless.
Validity: no / Novelty: yes
Weight: dataset-specific: 2 / individual-
weighted: 1.8

A.2.2 IBM-ArgQ Rank-30kArguments
(5) Premise: A country with a diverse population

is better represented by a multi-party system.
Conclusion: We should adopt a multi-party
system
Validity: yes / Novelty: unknown
Weight: dataset-specific: 1 / individual-
weighted: 1.27

Example 2:

(6) Premise: telemarketers have to earn a living
wage somehow. it is better than government
assistance
Conclusion: We should ban telemarketing
Validity: no / Novelty: unknown
Weight: dataset-specific: 1 / individual-
weighted: 0.53

A.2.3 Essay dataset
(7) Premise: All the living creatures live together

on our mother Earth and she is the only one.
Conclusion: First , environmental protection
is far more urgent than economic develop-
ments.
Validity: yes / Novelty: unknown
Weight: dataset-specific: 0.75 / individual-
weighted: 0.5

Example 2:

(8) Premise: Arts include many forms and mu-
sic as well as cinema are the most typical .
These two art forms not only provide the pub-
lic with entertainment but also contribute sig-
nificantly to the economy .
Conclusion: But our standard of living also
depend on another factor - spiritual life
which is related closely with arts .
Validity: no / Novelty: unknown
Weight: dataset-specific: 0.75 / individual-
weighted: 0.5

B Further Details of the Experimental
Setup and Results

We give further details about the model selec-
tion process for each experiment (B.1) and give
further insights into the model performance (B.2)
and test prediction (B.3). For additional informa-
tion about the implementation consult our code
located at https://github.com/phhei/
ValidityNoveltyRegressor.

B.1 Model Selection
In our experiments, we observed a high variance
of results across runs. The deviations are mainly
caused by the random factors introduced in the
synthetic data generation and partially caused by
the random initialization of weights for the clas-
sification heads. We observed in particular that
often fine-tuned models get stuck in local optima
in some runs, often over-focusing on one spe-
cific class (e.g., valid&not-novel) and failing com-
pletely in all other three classes. We thus ran
each configuration 12 times per default, reducing
the number of runs further for increasing training
data sizes, that is, six runs for 10,000 - 50,000 in-
stances, and three runs in the case of 100,000 in-
stances. We select the model achieving the highest
ValNov-score on the development split among all
runs.

https://github.com/phhei/ValidityNoveltyRegressor
https://github.com/phhei/ValidityNoveltyRegressor
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100 1k 10k 100k
Config Val Nov Val Nov Val Nov Val Nov

internal (ind. w.) 45.3 38.5 61.4 59.6 54.7 67.6 58.0 57.9
external (set w.) 47.6 40.8 57.0 65.2 57.3 53.9 44.8 51.6

external (ind. w.) 43.4 47.7 58.0 63.4 49.3 58.1 51.2 49.0
int-+external (w/o w.) 50.0 39.3 49.0 46.2 48.5 40.3 53.0 60.0
int-+external (set w.) 46.2 49.5 40.4 39.6 64.5 57.2 57.7 55.0

int-+external (ind. w.) 54.2 40.0 60.8 39.1 43.0 61.8 52.8 49.5

Table 5: F1-scores for validity and novelty for different training sizes (+synthetic data) without instance weighting
(w/o w.), w/ dataset-specific (set w.) and w/ individual weighting (ind. w.). For the ValNov-scores see Table 4.

We observed that selecting the final model
based on the performance on the development split
is a good indicator, especially for models trained
on large training sets. In 58% of all cases, the best
performing model on the development split was
also the best performing model on the test split.
In all other cases, the selected model achieves
∅88.8% of the ValNov-score that would have been
achieved based on model selection on test data.

B.2 Further Details regarding Effect of
Training Data Sizes for Synthetic Data

Table 5 shows the F1-scores in addition to the
ValNov-scores given in Table 4. Table 4 and 5
omit some source-data-weight-combinations, e.g.
task-internal data in combination with the uni-
form weighting setting. We omit these combi-
nations because they do not outperform the other
weight settings given the same training data in any
data set size. Table 3 hints at this trend already,
with instance-individual weighting as the outper-
forming weighting setting when using only task-
internal data in combination with synthetic data.

B.3 Further Analyses of the Test-predictions

We carried out a further analysis of the predictions
on the task-internal test set of the baseline model
(Section 5.2), the task-internal model (trained
with the task-internal training data without any
changes), the task-internal-synthetic model (750
individual-weighted task-internal instances class-
balanced with synthetic instances), the task-
internal-external-synthetic model (10,000 dataset-
specific weighted task-internal and task-external
instances class-balanced with synthetic instances),
and task-external-synthetic model (1,000 dataset-
specific weighted task-external instances class-
weighted with synthetic instances). Figures 2-5
show the heatmaps and histograms for validity and

novelty of the predictions and prediction errors of
these four models.

The baseline model (Figure 2) succeeds in dis-
tinguishing between valid and non-valid conclu-
sions in some cases. However, it fails completely
in the case of novelty, as every instance is clas-
sified as non-novel (the predicted probability of a
conclusion being novel is between 1% and 5%).
This leads to very low scores regarding novelty
prediction, yielding an F1-score of 36.1. The base-
line model is thus biased to detect valid but non-
novel conclusions, for example repetitions of the
premise.

The model trained on data augmented with syn-
thetic instances (Figure 3) is more diverse in its
predictions, mostly predicting examples as be-
ing valid, both novel and not novel. The model
learns successfully to discriminate between novel
and non-novel conclusions with an an F1-score of
66.2, thus being a good summarization detector.
However, the model avoids to classify a conclu-
sion as not valid but novel, with an F1-score of
only 15.1 in this case. By avoiding such difficult
cases, the model correctly predicts at least one of
the two quality dimensions (novelty, validity) in
many cases.

The task-internal-external-synthetic model
(Figure 4) succeeds very well in recognizing
conclusions that are valid but not novel (66.2 F1-
score). The corresponding training data includes a
high number of examples which vary in terms of
their validity label. The performance of the model
on novelty prediction, however, remains weak.

When discarding the task-internal data and thus
applying a model trained on task-external data to
task-internal test data (Figure 5), this leads to high
diversity and thus uncertainty in the predicted la-
bels. In spite of this, it is quite remarkable that the
model predicts at least one of the two quality di-
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mensions correctly in many cases. However, the
model has lower F1-scores in recognizing valid-
non-novel conclusions (59.9) and especially non-
valid-non-novel conclusions (11.0). We hypothe-
size that this is due to the fact that the model has
only seen synthetic instances in the latter class.
Hence, the model rarely saw random off-topic
conclusions which are not valid and not novel and
part of the task-internal test data. The performance
of the model on recognizing non-valid and novel
conclusions (28.7 F1-score) is however above the
baseline. This is likely due to the many non-valid
but novel instances in the ExplaGraphs dataset.
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Figure 2: Heatmaps for the baseline-model (task-internal model). The highest predicted value for novelty is 0.05.
Therefore, the plots contain gray areas.

Figure 3: Heatmaps for the task-internal-synthetic model.
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Figure 4: Heatmaps for the task-internal-external-synthetic model.

Figure 5: Heatmaps for the task-external-synthetic model.
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